‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Carly Waddell & Evan Bass
Celebrate
Celebrity
Baby
Shower

By
Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, Bachelor in Paradise stars Carly
Waddell and Evan Bass celebrated the upcoming birth of their
celebrity baby Isabella Evelyn Bass on the weekend of January
13, according to EOnline.com. According to many social media
posts, it looks like this celebrity couple had a blast
celebrating with their friends and family. The Bachelor
stars Julia Kinney, Kaitlyn Bristowe, and Jade Tolbert were in
attendance. Celebrity couple Carly and Evan are getting right
into starting their family since they were wed this summer in

June 2017. Best wishes to these Bachelor in Paradise stars
with their celebrity baby.

There’s a new celebrity baby ready
to enter the world! What are some
unique ways to personalize your
baby shower?
Cupid’s Advice:
Planning a baby shower is a very joyous time. In order to make
the day more memorable, unique ways to personalize your baby
shower would be beneficial:
1. Plan a unique theme: Everyone has different interests. Dig
deep to figure out what theme would best suite the mother-tobe. Be creative! Is she into music?- Rock-and-roll theme. Has
she always been a lover of the sea?- Anchors aweigh theme.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby Shower: Former ‘Bachelorette’ Ali
Fedotowsky Wears Floral Dress to Baby Shower
2. Personalized baby shower favors: Practical favors that
guests will actually use are the best. You want your guests to
use your baby shower favor in the future and be reminded of
the joyful unique gathering that occurred that day. The favors
can relate to your theme as well. Think- wine glasses with
personalized writing on them, printed mason jars, glass
coasters, etc.
Related Link: Famous Couple Nick Lachey and Vanessa Minnillo
Celebrate Second Celebrity Baby Shower
3. Games!: Adults need to get into the spirit of a young child
while celebrating the upcoming birth of a newborn. What better
way to do so then channeling their inner kid and playing some

fun party games! There are many popular baby shower games that
are already established and you can look into them to see
which games seem as if they will best fit the mother-to-be. If
you are creative enough to make up a new unique baby shower
game, do so! Get those creative child-like juices flowing.
Have input on how you made your baby shower special and
unique? Comment below!

